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SECTION 1:  INTRODUCTION TO 
BANNER FINANCE 
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Overview and Terminology 
This training manual is designed to give the new user an introduction to the Banner 
Finance Self Service system at Monroe Community College (MCC).  The instructions 
included in this manual are intended to assist in obtaining information regarding budgets, 
creating purchasing requisitions and approving requisitions. 

 

What is Banner? 
Banner is an integrated financial information system that includes the following modules: 

• Finance 

• Human Resources 

• Advancement (Alumni/Development) 

• Student 

• Financial Aid 

The finance module is used to record financial transactions resulting from economic 
activity that occurs at the College.  It stores transactional data in an Oracle relational 
database, and users view information via a web based self-service system. 

 

FOAPAL 
The Chart of Accounts is the foundation upon which the Banner finance module is 
constructed.  It is the label-addressing system used to capture all economic transactions 
and facilitate retrieval of same for information and reporting.  Each complete account in 
Banner is referred to as a ‘FOAPAL’.  All Banner FOAPALS are comprised of six (6) 
elements:  

• Fund 

• Organization 

• Account  

• Program 

• Activity 

• Location 

(FOAPAL). 

Both MCC and the MCC Foundation will migrate to Banner.  Because of this, two (2) 
Charts of Accounts have been established, each identified with a letter symbol. 

• The College chart is assigned the letter ‘M’. 

• The Foundation chart is assigned the letter ‘F’. 

College users will always access chart ‘M’.   
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Each element of the Chart of Accounts is described below: 

Fund 
The fund element is used to specify the funding source. Examples of funds include: 
Unrestricted Educational and General, Restricted Grants and Contracts, Plant Funds, etc. 

In addition, each grant or contract in Banner is assigned a separate fund code to identify 
the funding source. When performing budget queries for inception-to-date information on 
grants, the fund code becomes the grant code.   

The fund is five (5) characters in length. 

Organization 
The organization code is used to identify the organizational unit that is responsible for 
financial activity captured within the code.  You may also hear this referred to as 
‘department’.  Examples of organizations include the English Department, Counseling 
and Testing Office, and Printing Services. 

The organization is four (4) characters in length. 

Account 
The account code is used to classify revenues and expenditures.  Revenue account codes 
identify the type of revenue received, such as tuition or fees.  Expenditure account codes 
identify the type of expenditure, such as supplies, equipment, and salaries.  

The account is five (5) characters in length. 

Program 
The program code is used to identify the major purpose of expenditures. Program codes 
accumulate expenditure information into major categories such as instruction, research, 
and academic support. 

The program is two (2) characters in length. 

Activity 

The activity code is an optional number that may be used to capture information for a 
specific event or major activity. Activity codes are assigned to transactions involving 
multiple organizations or funds that share responsibility for a common event or activity.  
Currently use of the activity option is limited to the Controller’s operations staff. 

The activity (if used) is four (4) characters in length. 

Location 

The location code is used to specify the assigned physical location of the College’s assets 
by building and room.  This code is required on requisitions and will be used primarily 
for fixed asset expenditures. 

The location is six (6) characters in length. 
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Good News! 
It is not necessary to remember all of the elements of a FOAPAL.  ‘Index Codes’ have 
been created in Banner that serve as a shortcut to the fund, organization and program 
code. The index is entered into the system when creating purchase requisitions and 
performing queries. When the index is entered, the system retrieves the fund, 
organization, and program codes that correspond to the index. 
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SECTION 2:  LOGGING IN TO BANNER SELF 
SERVICE FOR FINANCE 
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Access to MCC Self Service 
To access the Self Service Training Web Site go to http://mcc-b360.monroecc.edu:52000.   

 
Click on ‘Enter Secure Area’.  The secure area is for access by employees to various 
administrative processes as well as for students to access their personal information 

 

 
Enter user ID and PIN and click ‘login’ 

Note:  the first time logging in, the system will prompt the user to create a question and an 
answer to the question for security purposes.  This will be used in the future to recall a PIN 
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Once logged in, Click on ‘Finance’  

 

 
The following options are available in Banner Finance Self Service and may vary according to 
the user’s assigned level of security and system access: 

Budget Queries, Encumbrance Query, Requisition, Purchase Order, Approve Documents, View 
Document, Budget Transfer, Multiple Line Budget Transfer.   

Click on the area of interest. 
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SECTION 3:  CREATING A PURCHASE 
REQUISITION 
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Navigate to options screen in Banner Finance Self Service and Click on ‘Requisition’ 

 

If the entire requisition screen were to be viewed at one time without the need to scroll, it would 
appear as the example shows on the next page.  The major sections of the requisition form are 
labeled and a brief explanation of each section follows: 
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Header Section 
In this section the requestor suggests a vendor to the Purchasing Office for the items/services 
desired.  Note from the example on the previous page that all of the requestor information 
defaults into the appropriate fields based upon user ID. 

Note:  A suggested vendor is not required to complete a requisition. 

 

Commodity Section 
In this section the requestor enters the items/services desired by entering: 

• a description of the item/services desired 

• the unit of measure for each 

• the quantity of each 

• a unit price for each. 

Requestors will leave the ‘commodity codes’, ‘discount amount’ and ‘additional amount’ fields 
blank as these fields are not used by the College. 

Note:  Requestors may enter five items on each requisition.  More than five items will 
require the creation of an additional requisition ‘linked’ to the first requisition alerting 
Purchasing that multiple requisitions make up the order.  Directions to link requisitions 
will occur later in this document. 
The calculated commodity amounts will populate automatically upon completion of the entry of 
desired item/services. 

 

Account/Budget Section 
In this section the requestor enters the required budget information charging the appropriate 
Orgn and Account for the Purchase Order. 

 

Code Lookup Section 

In this section the requestor may lookup information necessary to complete the requisition.  The 
most common use of this section will be the vendor lookup.   
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Completing the Requisition 

 
1 The ‘transaction date’ will always default to the current date.   

Note:  If entering a requisition in August for future year budget, the ‘transaction 
date’ must be changed to September 1. 

2 Use the right scroll bar to navigate the screen up and down 

Enter a Vendor ID in the header section.  If the vendor ID is unknown, use the right scroll 
bar to navigate to the bottom of the screen to ‘code lookup’ section: 

 
3 Change the ‘chart of accounts code’ to ‘M’ (the college chart.  Recall that ‘F’ is the 

Foundation Chart). 
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4 Change ‘type’ to vendor by selecting vendor from the drop down box. 

 
5 Enter as much of the vendor name as known in the ‘title criteria’.  Vendor names are case 

sensitive.  The % is a wild card.  The example shown will search for Brite Computers.  
Enter as many characters as known:  %rite%.  Leave ‘maximum rows to return’ as ‘10’ 

6 Click on ‘execute query 

The results of the search will appear at the top of the screen.   

 
Note:  More information on the ‘code lookup’ function may be found in this document beginning 
on page 23. 
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7 Locate the vendor and enter the required vendor ID number in the ‘vendor ID’ field on 

the requisition. 

8 Click on ‘vendor validate’ to bring the vendor name and contact information into the 
document. 

9 As mentioned earlier, all of the requestor information defaults into the appropriate fields 
based upon the user ID.  This section is highlighted on the screen shot above. 
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10 The vendor information section is complete.   

Note:  If the vendor is not found, leave the field blank and enter a suggested vendor 
in the ‘document text’ field (discussed later). 

11 The shipping information defaults into the appropriate fields based upon the user ID. 

 

 
12 The ‘document text’ field can be used to suggest a vendor or to enter a special message to 

the Purchasing Department to appear on the requisition.  Click on it to open the text 
window and enter your comments. 
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13 Type information here that is to appear on the requisition when it prints in the Purchasing 

Department. 

14 Type information here that is to be part of the requisition in Banner, but it will not print 
when the requisition is printed in the Purchasing Department. 

15 Click ‘save’.   

 
Exit the text box. 
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16 Enter the items you wish to order.  Begin entering in the column labeled ‘commodity 

description’.  Leave the commodity code blank.  Type a description of the desired item.  
The number of characters that may be entered is limited.  (Directions on how to include 
additional information will follow.) 

17 Select the unit of measure from the drop down box. 

18 Enter the quantity of the item desired. 

19 Enter the price for each item desired. 

Continue entering lines as needed to complete the requisition.  Remember the requisition 
is limited to five (5) line items. 

 

 
20 To add more text on a specific line item, click on the line item number.   
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A new window opens 

 
21 Type information here that will appear on the line item of the requisition when it prints in 

the Purchasing Department. 

22 Type information here that will be part of the requisition in Banner, but will not print on 
the line item when the requisition is printed in the Purchasing Department. 

23 Click ‘save’. 

 
Exit the text box. 
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24 Complete entering items.  Click on ‘commodity validate’.  This action ensures there are 

no errors and calculates amounts appropriately. 

25 Note that the totals calculate in the ‘calculated commodity amounts’ box 

 
Enter the budget information charging the appropriate department budget and account for the 
purchase. 

26 ‘Chart’ will always be ‘M’. 

27 Enter the ‘index’ for the departmental budget.  An index is a short cut to the primary 
pieces of the FOAPAL associated with the department. 

28 Click on ‘validate’ to populate the FOAPAL information tied to the index. 
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29 Note that the index disappears and all of the FOAPAL information fills in except for 

‘account’. 

30 Enter the appropriate expenditure ‘account’ from the Administrative Guidelines (a listing 
of ‘accounts’ may be found in Appendix A of this document).  In addition the ‘code 
lookup’ function may be utilized to look up unknown field values.  This function is 
discussed on pages 11, 12 and 23 of this document. 

31 Select how the cost will be entered.  

• Clicking on ‘dollars’ will allow the exact dollar amount to be charged to a specific 
FOAPAL (if more than one FOAPAL is entered).  When using only one FOAPAL, enter 
the total from the ‘calculated commodity amounts’ box.   

• Clicking on ‘Percents’ will allow the percent entered to be charged to a specific 
FOAPAL (if more than one FOAPAL is entered).  If you are using only one FOAPAL, 
you would enter 100%. 

32 Enter the appropriate location for delivery of the item.  This is a required field.  
Generally this will be the department location by building and room.  Location is a six (6) 
character field with the first two (2) characters representing the building and the last four 
(4) characters the room.  For example:  Building 01 room 230 would translate to 01230.  
Building 30, room 5040 would translate to 305040.  If unsure of the location code, utilize 
the code look up function discussed on pages 11, 12 and 23 of this document. 

33 Enter the percent or dollar amount in ‘accounting’ 
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34 Click on ‘validate’ once the expenditure ‘account’ and ‘accounting’ percent or dollar 

amount are entered.   

 

 
35 If there are no errors on the requisition, navigate to the top of the screen where a 

‘document validated’ message will appear.  Any errors that are identified during the 
validation process will appear in this area.  Requestors will be provided an opportunity to 
correct the errors and revalidate the document. 

 

 
36 The system will display a message indicating the document validated with no errors. 

Navigate to the bottom of the screen and click on ‘complete’. 
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37 The system will display a requisition number and a message that the document will be 

posted.  Be sure to note the requisition number. 

38 To create another requisition (or if more than five (5) items are required from the same 
vendor), click on ‘another requisition’.  You may also click on ‘menu’ to return to the 
main menu for finance. 

 
39 Note the same vendor remains in the ‘vendor ID’ field.  To select a new vendor, change 

the vendor ID (discussed previously).  To continue ordering from the same vendor simply 
leave the vendor ID unchanged. 

41 If the items on this order should be added to the items on the previous order, use the 
document text feature (discussed previously) to alert the Purchasing Department that this 
new requisition should be linked to the previous one.  Be sure to provide the previous 
requisition number. 
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Additional Examples of Using Code Lookup: 
The code lookup function (located at the bottom of the requisition screen) was discussed on page 
12 when used to search for a vendor.  The code lookup function can also be used to search for: 

 
On page 20 code lookup for the ‘account’ and ‘location’ was discussed.  See example below to 
use code lookup to search for ‘account’ (a similar process applies to using ‘code lookup’ for 
‘location’ and the other values noted above). 

 
1 Be sure the chart of accounts code is ‘M’. 

2 Select ‘account’ from the drop ‘type’ down box. 

3 Enter your ‘code criteria’ to search on a numeric value.   
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4 Enter the as much of the account number as known in the ‘code criteria’ field.  The % is 

a wild card.  The example will search for accounts beginning with ‘76’.  Enter:  76%   

5 If there may be many available choices, the number of rows displayed can be increased 
by choosing a larger number in the ‘maximum rows to return’ drop down box. 

6 Click on ‘execute query 

The results will appear at the top of the screen. 

 
Select a code from the list and enter into the ‘account’ field on the requisition. 
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7 Search using ‘title criteria’.  Enter the account title or a portion of the title with the % as 

a wild card. 

6 Click on ‘execute query 

The results will appear at the top of the screen. 

 
Select a code from the list and enter into the ‘account’ field on the requisition. 
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Common Requisition Error Messages - Quick Reference 
Vendor Section 

Error: Ship Code is required 
Definition: A Ship Code is required before a requisition can be completed.  
The default ship code for ‘MCC’ should default based upon your banner 
user id.  If the Ship Code is blank, always use ‘MCC’.   The College has 
centralized receiving so the Ship Code of ‘MCC’ defaults all deliveries to 
Shipping and Receiving Department. 

Commodity Section 
Error: Quantity 1 is required (note, this could be Quantity 2, 3, 4, or 5) 
Definition: A Quantity (number of items) is required on line 1 of the 
Commodity section. 
Error: Unit of Measure 1 is required (note, this could be Unit of Measure 2, 
3, 4, or 5) 
Definition: A Unit of Measure is required on noted line of the Commodity 
section. 
Error: Unit Price 1 is required (note, this could be Unit Price 2, 3, 4, or 5) 
Definition: A Unit Price (cost per item) is required on the noted line of the 
Commodity section. 

Accounting or FOAPAL Section 
Error:  Accounting percentages not 100 
Definition: If charging more than one FOAPAL on a percentage basis, the 
percentage breakouts in the “Accounting” column of the FOAPAL 
information must total 100%. Each line indicates the % of the total 
requisition cost you want to charge to each FOAPAL. 
Error:  Accounting amounts not equal to net amount total 
 
Definition: If you are charging more than one FOAPAL on a dollar amount 
basis, the dollar amount breakouts in the “Accounting” column of the 
FOAPAL information must total the total cost in “Calculated Commodity 
Amounts” section.  Each line indicates the dollar amount of the total 
requisition cost to be charge to each FOAPAL. 
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Requisition Reminders: 
 

Five (5) Item Limit on Each Requisition: 
If more than five (5) items are required from a specific vendor, follow the 
instructions noted on page 22 of this guide to ‘link’ the additional 
requisition(s) with the first. 
 

No Mixing of Equipment Account Codes and Contractual Expense Codes: 
To charge multiple accounts for a purchase that involves equipment and 
contractual accounts, create a separate requisition for each expenditure and 
‘link’ the requisitions together following the instructions noted on page 22 of 
this guide. 
 

Record the Requisition Number: 
Always remember to record the requisition number assigned to the 
document.  This will be helpful for tracking purposes should a question be 
directed to Purchasing.  Always note the requisition number on any 
supporting detail forwarded to Purchasing 
 

Complete the Document: 
Once a requisition is started, the document must be taken through the entire 
process to completion (a requisition number is assigned).  Exiting the 
document prior to completion will result in a loss of all of the data.  The user 
must then start over from the beginning.   
 

Timing Out: 
Note the user will be logged off Self Service after a twenty (20) minute 
period of inactivity. 
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SECTION 4:  CREATING A BUDGET QUERY 
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To create a Budget Query, Click on ‘Budget Queries’: 

 

 
A new screen appears.  Choose from three options contained in the drop down box: 

• Budget Status by Account 

• Budget Status by Organizational Hierarchy 

• Budget Quick Query 

The following pages outline each query type and the creation of a query. 
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Query #1:  Budget Status by Account 
Budget Status by Account allows for the look up of budget information for one organization or 
grant. It does not allow for hierarchy roll up, but is the quickest way to get details on 
transactions. 

Make sure that Budget Status by Account is selected and appears in the box to the right of the 
Create Query button. 

 
1 Begin by Clicking on ‘Create Query’  

 

The following screen appears: 

 
2 Click the column headings to appear in the query based upon the definitions contained on 

the next page. 

3 Click ‘continue’ 

 

(Note: the sample shown reflects appropriate selections for most College 
departments). 
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Adopted Budget: Original budget allocation provided at the beginning of the fiscal year. 

Budget Adjustment: Any additions or reductions made to the budget since the original 
allocation. This includes both permanent and temporary adjustments. 

Adjusted Budget: Current Budget. This is the Adopted Budget plus or minus any Budget 
Adjustments and is a total of all budget transactions. Details on actual 
transactions can be obtained by “drilling” down on this field.  

Temporary Budget: Adjustments done in the current year that are temporary in nature. (Budget 
Adjustments that will not role over to the next fiscal year.  This is 
generally not used by MCC)  

Accounted Budget: Current Budget. This is the Adopted Budget plus or minus any Budget 
Adjustments and is a total of all budget transactions.  This is a system-
generated column, which does not allow for “drilling” down to details.  

Year to date: Year-to-date budget activity. Represents actual expenditures posted. (For a 
Grant Inception to Date Query, this column will be titled Grant Inception 
to Date.) 

Encumbrances: Generated by purchase orders, and salary encumbrances.  This represents 
funds committed for future payments.  

Reservation: Setting aside of budget.  Generated by purchase requisitions.  Requisitions 
remain a Reservation until converted to a purchase order. 

Commitments: Equal to the total budget set aside for future obligations. Commitments are 
made up of Reservations and Encumbrances.  

Available Balance: Remaining Budget left to spend:  = Total Budget +/- Commitments +/- 
Year to date. 
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The following screen appears:  

 
At the top of the screen (surrounded by an oval) enter the query parameters based upon the 
following description for each field: 

 

Fiscal Year Represents the College’s fiscal year from September 1 to August 
31.  For example “2004” relates to the year starting September 1, 
2003 and ending August 31, 2004. 
Note:  The Banner system begins with fiscal year 2005. 
Therefore, no information for fiscal years prior to 2005 will be 
available on the system. 

Fiscal Period Represents the number of the fiscal month to query. It is 
recommended that period 14 be selected to view all transactions 
for the current fiscal year. 
Note: The College fiscal year starts in September (not 
January).  To query the month of November enter ‘3’ in this 
field.  The Banner Finance Self Serve module queries on all 
transactions prior to and including the period indicated. It is 
not possible to capture a single month in the Self Service 
module.   

Comparison Fiscal Year Banner enables the comparison of budget activity between two 
fiscal years. 
Note: Information in the Banner system begins with fiscal year 
2005. Comparisons to other years will not be available until 
fiscal year 2006. 

Comparison Fiscal Period Banner enables the comparison of budget activity between two 
fiscal periods.  Enter the fiscal months to compare.  Comparisons 
can be made between fiscal years and fiscal periods, or between 
different fiscal periods in one year. 

Commitment Type  Should always be ‘all’. 
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At the middle section of the screen (surrounded by an oval), fill in the FOAPAL string to query. 

• Enter ‘M’ in the ‘chart of accounts field’ 

Enter the ‘index’ number assigned to the account to query (see page 2 for an explanation 
on Index Codes).  

• Click ‘Submit Query’.   This will default the Fund, Org, and Program fields in the 
FOAPAL. 

The Banner FOAPAL can also be entered in the appropriate fields. 

To retrieve grant inception to date information, enter the grant code (fund code) in the 
grant field. 
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Further explanation of the fields in the query form follows. 

Chart of Accounts ‘M’ represents the College.  ‘F’ represents the MCC Foundation 

Index Tied to a specific department. This is a ‘shortcut’ to the basic 
FOAPAL for a budget.  Enter the index number then click Submit 
Query to default the Fund, Organization and Program Field 

Fund Represents the source of the Funds. The Fund code will default 
when the Index is used.  

Activity Optional element used for independent reporting needs.  

Organization Departmental entity or budgetary unit responsible and accountable 
for the transactions. The Organization Code will default when the 
Index is used.  

Location Identifies the physical whereabouts of financial transactions and 
college assets.  

Grant Grant identification number. Only required when viewing Grant 
Inception to Date information. The Grant Code must be entered to 
view inception to date information. 

Fund Type Fund type can be used to query budget information for a specific 
organization using only one hierarchy source of funds.  

Account Describes the nature of expenditures, Labor, Revenues and Direct 
Expenditures. This code can be used to query on transactions 
occurring in specific account codes. To view activity in a specific 
account code, type the account code in this field. (For example 
73101 reveals all expenditures for instructional supplies.) This 
field can also be used to limit the query to certain revenue or 
expenditure categories. To view only Personnel Expenditures, 
place a 1% in this field. To view only Direct Expenditures, place a 
7% in this field. The % wild card can also be used to view activity 
in certain expenditure categories. For example 761% will allow the 
user to view all equipment related expenditures. 

Account Type Higher-level category of account if rollup or consolidation is 
desired. This gives summary information that can be “drilled 
down” to view greater detail of a transaction.  

Program Program Code describes the function reporting classification for 
tracking the use of funds. The Program code will default when the 
Index is used.  

Include Revenue Accounts Always leave this field unchecked.  If viewing a grant or indirect 
organization, do not check this field.  The available balances are 
calculated using budgets, not revenue.  Checking this field will not 
show computation of available balance for the entire organization.  
In order to view revenue transactions, this field must be checked. 
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Once the parameters are populated, click ‘submit query’.  A new screen similar to the one below 
will appear with the report of the individual query results. 
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The report includes all the account codes that have had any activity as of the budget period and 
fiscal year requested, along with their descriptions. The columns displayed reflect the 
information selected to view on the previous screen (s). 

All financial information is grouped in summary format by account code. Users may obtain 
increasing levels of detail by “drilling down” on an item that is underlined 

In the example the underlined amount in the ‘reservations’ column was clicked. This will list all 
the transactions and documents that have occurred in this account code during time period 
designated for the query. 

In the example, the $750.00 item noted under ‘reservations’ was 'drilled down’.  The following 
screen appears: 

 
Drilling into the ‘document code’ provides more supporting detail as noted on the next screen 
that appears: 
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By continuing to ‘click on the underlined items in ‘document code’, you ultimately reach the 
lowest level of detail: 

 
The first character(s) of a document code identifies the type of document: 

R  Requisition   Y Receiving Document 
P  Purchase Order  J Journal Voucher 
E   Encumbrance   F Financial Entry (Budget etc) 
I  Invoice 
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Query #2:  Budget Status by Organizational Hierarchy 
Budget Status by Organizational Hierarchy allows the user to view summary information for 
labor or expenditures 

To view summary information for revenue, labor, or direct expenditures, select Budget Status by 
Organizational Hierarchy when creating a query. 

Make sure that Budget Status by Organizational Hierarchy is selected and appears in the box to 
the right of the Create Query button: 

 

 
 

 
1 Begin by clicking on ‘create query 
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The following screen appears: 

 
2 Click the columns headings you would like to appear in your query based upon the 

definitions contained on the next page: 

3 Click ‘continue’ 

 

(Note: the sample shown reflects appropriate selections for most College 
departments). 
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Adopted Budget: Original budget allocation provided at the beginning of the fiscal year. 

Budget Adjustment: Any additions or reductions made to the budget since the original 
allocation. This includes both permanent and temporary adjustments. 

Adjusted Budget: Current Budget. This is the Adopted Budget plus or minus any Budget 
Adjustments and is a total of all budget transactions. Details on actual 
transactions can be obtained by “drilling” down on this field.  

Temporary Budget: Adjustments done in the current year that are temporary in nature. (Budget 
Adjustments that will not role over to the next fiscal year.  This is 
generally not used by MCC)  

Accounted Budget: Current Budget. This is the Adopted Budget plus or minus any Budget 
Adjustments and is a total of all budget transactions.  This is a system-
generated column, which does not allow for “drilling” down to details.  

Year to date: Year-to-date budget activity. Represents actual expenditures posted. (For a 
Grant Inception to Date Query, this column will be titled Grant Inception 
to Date.) 

Encumbrances: Generated by purchase orders, and salary encumbrances.  This represents 
funds committed for future payments.  

Reservation: Setting aside of budget.  Generated by purchase requisitions.  Requisitions 
remain a Reservation until converted to a purchase order. 

Commitments: Equal to the total budget set aside for future obligations. Commitments are 
made up of Reservations and Encumbrances.  

Available Balance: Remaining Budget left to spend:  = Total Budget +/- Commitments +/- 
Year to date. 
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The following screen appears:  

 
At the top of the screen (surrounded by an oval) enter the parameters based upon the following 
description for each field: 

 

Fiscal Year Represents the College’s fiscal year from September 1 to August 
31.  For example “2004” relates to the year starting September 1, 
2003 and ending August 31, 2004. 
Note:  The Banner system begins with fiscal year 2005. 
Therefore, no information for fiscal years prior to 2005 will be 
available on the system. 

Fiscal Period Represents the number of the fiscal month to query. It is 
recommended that period 14 be selected to view all transactions 
for the current fiscal year. 
Note: The College fiscal year starts in September (not 
January).  To query the month of November enter ‘3’ in this 
field.  The Banner Finance Self Serve module queries on all 
transactions prior to and including the period indicated. It is 
not possible to capture a single month in the Self Service 
module.   

Comparison Fiscal Year Banner enables the comparison of activity between fiscal years. 
Information in the Banner system begins with fiscal year 2005. 
Comparisons to other years will not be available until fiscal year 
2006. 

Comparison Fiscal Period Banner enables the comparison of activity between fiscal periods.   
Comparisons can be made between fiscal years and fiscal periods, 
or between different fiscal periods in one year. 

Commitment Type  Should always be ‘all’. 
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At the middle section of the screen (surrounded by an oval), fill in the FOAPAL string to query. 

• Enter ‘M’ in the ‘chart of accounts field’ 

Enter the ‘index’ number assigned to the account to query (see page 2 for an explanation 
on Index Codes).  

• Click ‘Submit Query’.   This will default the Fund, Org, and Program fields in the 
FOAPAL. 

The Banner FOAPAL can also be entered in the appropriate fields. 

To retrieve grant inception to date information, enter the grant code (fund code) in the 
grant field. 
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Most users will always use their assigned ‘Index’.  For those that require more of an explanation 
of this form, the following provides a description of each field in the lower section of the screen: 

Chart of Accounts ‘M’ represents the College.  ‘F’ represents the MCC Foundation 

Index Tied to a specific department. This is a ‘shortcut’ to the basic 
FOAPAL for a budget.  Enter the index number then click Submit 
Query to default the Fund, Organization and Program Field 

Fund Represents the source of the Funds. The Fund code will default 
when the Index is used.  

Activity Optional element used for independent reporting needs.  

Organization Departmental entity or budgetary unit responsible and accountable 
for the transactions. The Organization Code will default when the 
Index is used.  

Location Identifies the physical whereabouts of financial transactions and 
college assets. 

Grant Grant identification number. Only required when viewing Grant 
Inception to Date information. The Grant Code must be entered to 
view inception to date information. 

Fund Type Fund type can be used to query budget information for a specific 
organization using only one hierarchy source of funds.  

Account Describes the nature of expenditures, Labor, Revenues and Direct 
Expenditures. This code can be used to query on transactions 
occurring in specific account codes. To view activity in a specific 
account code, type the account code in this field. (For example 
73101 reveals all expenditures for instructional supplies.) This 
field can also be used to limit the query to certain revenue or 
expenditure categories. To view only Personnel Expenditures, 
place a 1% in this field. To view only Direct Expenditures, place a 
7% in this field. The % wild card can also be used to view activity 
in certain expenditure categories. For example 761% will allow the 
user to view all equipment related expenditures. 

Account Type Higher-level category of account if rollup or consolidation is 
desired. This gives summary information that can be “drilled 
down” to view greater detail of a transaction.  

Program Program Code describes the function reporting classification for 
tracking the use of funds. The Program code will default when the 
Index is used.  

Include Revenue Accounts Always leave this field unchecked.  If viewing a grant or indirect 
organization, do not check this field.  The available balances are 
calculated using budgets, not revenue.  Checking this field will not 
show computation of available balance for the entire organization.  
In order to view revenue transactions, this field must be checked. 
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Once the parameters are populated, click ‘submit query’. A new screen similar to the one below 
will appear with your individual query results. 

 
To ‘drill’ into the detail of the budget, click on the underlined ‘organization’ number. The 
following screen will appear: 

 
‘Drilling’ into any of noted ‘account types’ provides the next level of detail as shown on the next 
screen: 
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Click on the account type to continue opening more levels of detail. 
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The following screen appears as a result of ‘drilling’ into account type ’71 contractual expenses’: 
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This screen includes all the ‘account codes’ in the ‘account type 71’ that have had any activity as 
of the budget period and fiscal year provided, along with their descriptions. The columns 
displayed reflect the information selected to view on the previous screen (s). 

All financial information is grouped in summary format by account code. Users may continue 
increasing levels of detail by “drilling down” on an item that is underlined 

In the example the underlined amount in the ‘reservations’ column was clicked. This will list all 
the transactions and documents that have occurred in this account code during time period 
designated for the query. 

In the example, the $750.00 item noted under ‘reservations’ was ‘drilled down’.  The following 
screen appears: 

 
Drilling into the ‘document code’ provides more supporting detail as note on the next screen that 
appears: 
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By continuing to ‘click on the underlined items in ‘document code’, you ultimately reach the 
lowest level of detail: 

 
The first character(s) of a document code identifies the type of document: 

R  Requisition   Y Receiving Document 
P  Purchase Order  J Journal Voucher 
E   Encumbrance   F Financial Entry (Budget etc) 
I  Invoice 
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Query #3:  Budget Quick Query 
Budget Quick Query allows the user to view simplified budget information for one organization 
or grant. When selecting a Budget Quick Query, the process and results are simplified.  The 
feature of drilling down to detail transactions is not available. 

Make sure that Budget Quick Query is selected and appears in the box to the right of the Create 
Query button 

 
 

 
1 Begin by clicking on ‘create query 
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The screen to select the parameters for the query will appear next.  The columns for the query are 
pre-selected. The columns retrieved are, Adjusted Budget, Year to Date/Inception to Date, 
Commitments, and Available Balance. 

 
2 Enter ‘M’ in ‘chart of accounts’ 

3 Enter your index in ‘index’ 

4 Click on ‘submit query’ 
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Once the parameters are populated, click ‘submit query’. A new screen similar to the one below 
will appear with your individual query results. 
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SECTION 5:  CREATING AN 
ENCUMBRANCE QUERY 
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To create an Encumbrance Query, Click on ‘Encumbrance Query’: 

 

 
A new screen appears.  At the top of the screen (surrounded by an oval) enter the query 
parameters based upon the description for each field contained on the next page. 
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Fiscal Year Represents the College’s fiscal year from September 1 to August 
31.  For example “2004” relates to the year starting September 1, 
2003 and ending August 31, 2004. 
Note:  The Banner system begins with fiscal year 2005. 
Therefore, no information for fiscal years prior to 2005 will be 
available on the system. 

Fiscal Period Represents the number of the fiscal month to query. It is 
recommended that period 14 be selected to view all transactions 
for the current fiscal year. 
Note: The College fiscal year starts in September (not 
January).  To query the month of November enter ‘3’ in this 
field.  The Banner Finance Self Serve module queries on all 
transactions prior to and including the period indicated. It is 
not possible to capture a single month in the Self Service 
module.   

Encumbrance Status Should always be ‘all’. 

Commitment Type  Should always be ‘all’. 
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At the middle section of the screen (surrounded by an oval), fill in the FOAPAL string to query. 

• Enter ‘M’ in the ‘chart of accounts field’ 

Enter the ‘index’ number assigned to the account to query (see page 4 for an explanation 
on Index Codes).  

• Click ‘Submit Query’.   This will default the Fund, Org, and Program fields in the 
FOAPAL. 

The Banner FOAPAL can also be entered in the appropriate fields. 

To retrieve grant inception to date information, enter the grant code (fund code) in the 
grant field. 
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Further explanation of the fields in the query form follows. 

Chart of Accounts ‘M’ represents the College.  ‘F’ represents the MCC Foundation 

Index Tied to a specific department. This is a ‘shortcut’ to the basic 
FOAPAL for a budget.  Enter the index number then click Submit 
Query to default the Fund, Organization and Program Field 

Fund Represents the source of the Funds. The Fund code will default 
when the Index is used.  

Activity Optional element used for independent reporting needs.  

Organization Departmental entity or budgetary unit responsible and accountable 
for the transactions. The Organization Code will default when the 
Index is used.  

Location Identifies the physical whereabouts of financial transactions and 
college assets.  

Grant Grant identification number. Only required when viewing Grant 
Inception to Date information. The Grant Code must be entered to 
view inception to date information. 

Fund Type Fund type can be used to query budget information for a specific 
organization using only one hierarchy source of funds.  

Account Describes the nature of expenditures, Labor, Revenues and Direct 
Expenditures. This code can be used to query on transactions 
occurring in specific account codes. To view activity in a specific 
account code, type the account code in this field. (For example 
73101 reveals all expenditures for instructional supplies.) This 
field can also be used to limit the query to certain revenue or 
expenditure categories. To view only Personnel Expenditures, 
place a 1% in this field. To view only Direct Expenditures, place a 
7% in this field. The % wild card can also be used to view activity 
in certain expenditure categories. For example 761% will allow the 
user to view all equipment related expenditures. 

Account Type Higher-level category of account if rollup or consolidation is 
desired. This gives summary information that can be “drilled 
down” to view greater detail of a transaction.  

Program Program Code describes the function reporting classification for 
tracking the use of funds. The Program code will default when the 
Index is used.  
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Once the parameters are populated, click ‘submit query’.  A new screen similar to the one below 
will appear with the report of the individual query results. 

 
The report includes all encumbrances as of the budget period and fiscal year requested, along 
with their descriptions, original amount of encumbrance, adjustments, liquidated amount and 
encumbrance amount remaining. 

Note:  Posted requisitions that have not been converted to a purchase order are not 
considered an encumbrance until the purchase order is issued.  Requisitions in this status 
are also referred to as ‘reservations’.  A posted requisition in Banner does ‘reserve budget’.  
These requisitions can be identified by performing a budget query discussed in Section 4 of 
this users guide. 
Users may obtain increasing levels of detail by “drilling down” on an item that is underlined 
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In the example, ‘drilling’ into TELE2004 reveals the following screen: 

 
Drilling into the document code provides additional supporting detail down to the lowest level as 
shown on the next screen. 
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SECTION 6:  APPROVING DOCUMENTS 
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To view and approve requisitions, Click on ‘Approve Documents’: 

 

 
1 If the requisition number is known, enter it in the field entitled ‘requisition number’, 

otherwise leave the field blank. 

2 Be sure the radio button for ‘all documents which you may approve’ is checked. 

3 Click on ‘submit query’. 
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A new screen appears.   

4 Approvers are provided with a list of all requisitions requiring action.  Each will have 
four (4) choices as noted by the underlined item: 

• The requisition number itself 

• History 

• Approve 

• Disapprove 

Each option will be discussed in the following pages. 
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Clicking on ‘document (requisition) number’ allows viewing of the actual requisition: 
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Clicking on ‘history’ reveals if there has been any approval action taken. 

 
 

Clicking on ‘approve’ reveals the following screen: 

 
5 A short additional message regarding the approval of the document may be added here. 

6 To approve, click on ‘approve document’.  The approver will receive confirmation of the 
approval of the document.  Click on ‘cancel’ to cancel the approval.  The main approval 
screen will appear.   
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Clicking on ‘disapprove’ reveals the following screen: 

 
7 Type a short additional message regarding the disapproval of the document. 

8 If disapproved, click on ‘disapprove document’ and to receive confirmation of the 
disapproval of the document.  Click on ‘cancel’ to cancel disapproval.  The main 
approval screen will appear.   

Note:  Be sure to notify the requestor that the requisition has been disapproved and 
why.  Requestors will not otherwise be notified regarding a disapproved requisition. 
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SECTION 7:  VIEWING DOCUMENTS 
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To view various documents, Click on ‘View Document’: 
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A new screen appears 

 
1 Choose the type of document to be viewed from the drop down menu next to ‘choose 

type’.  Select one of the following document choices: 

 
2 If the document number is known, enter it in the ‘document number’ field.  (If unsure of 

the document number, click on ‘document number’ to access code lookup, which will be 
discussed on page 68 

3 Indicate the FOAPAL (accounting) information to display. 

4 Indicate any text that is part of the document to display. 

5 To view a requisition’s approval history, click on ‘approval history’ and a new screen 
will open to indicate if the document has been approved: 
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6 Click on ‘view document’ to view the document.  The document will display in a new 
window.   
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As mentioned on page 66, to select a document type to search for but are unsure of the document 
number, click on ‘document number’. 

A new window is opened titled ‘document lookup.  This is displayed on the next page: 
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1 Enter information in at least one (1) of the fields noted with the red ‘*’.  Partial 

information may be entered using the % as a wildcard.  For example:  All requisition 
numbers begin with ‘R0’:  enter ‘R0%’ to search for all requisitions. 

2 Indicate if the search will include documents that are approved, unapproved, or all. 

3 Indicate if the search will include documents that are complete, incomplete, or all.  In 
general this should always be ‘all’ as requisitions entered in self service cannot be left in 
an incomplete status. 

4 Click on ‘execute query’ after entering information in as many fields as possible. 

5 Click ‘exit without value’ to cancel a document lookup. 
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Following is an example of the screen that will display when executing a ‘document lookup’: 

 
6 A listing of documents that meet the search criteria is displayed.  To view the actual 

document, click on the underlined document number. 

7 To exit out of the lookup, click ‘exit without value’. 

8 To execute another document lookup, click on ‘another query’. 
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Appendix:  FRS (Department) to Banner (ORG) A-1 

Executive Administration 

Office of the President 
FRS No. Banner No. Description 

280001 1001 Board of Trustees 
280002 1002 President 
280003 1003 Affirmative Action 
280017 1011 Internal Audit 
280021 1010 Annual Giving 
280022 1008 Resource Development 
280024 1007 Planning 
280026 1009 Training & Development 
280030 1004 Legal/Labor Relations 
280031 1006 Human Resources 
281083 1014 Diversity Recruitment 
281097 1015 Brighton Publications 
281098 1005 Public Relations 
298002 1016 DCC Publications 
298007 1012 DCC Executive Dean 
280047 1017 Middle States Evaluation 

Strategic Planning Allocation 
219552 1703 Computer Technology-Std Learning 
219553 1705 Learning Environment Impr (7-101) 
219554 1706 Children's Lit Conference 
219555 1708 Mini Lecture Hall Tech Upgrade 
240022 1701 Monroe Doctrine-Digitize 
250024 1707 Well Mod - Redesign Health Services 
281084 1702 MCC Web Talk 
281085 1704 Privacy & Security -Personal Info 

Academic Services 
Office of the Vice President 

210001 2001 VP Academic Services 
210007 2002 Academic Learning Environment 

Liberal Arts 
210100 2101 Dean, Liberal Arts 
210102 2104 Visual and Performing Arts 
210103 2102 English/Philosophy 
210504 2106 Mathematics  
210602 2103 Anthro/Hist/Pol Sci/Soc 
210604 2105 Psychology 
291102 2109 DCC Visual and Performing Arts 
291103 2107 DCC English/Philosophy 
291504 2111 DCC Mathematics 
291602 2108 DCC Anthro/Hist/Pol Sci/Soc 
291604 2110 DCC Psychology 



Appendix:  FRS (Department) to Banner (ORG) A-2 

Science/Health/Business 
FRS No. Banner No. Description 

210200 2201 Dean, Science/Health/Business 
210201 2208 Business Admin/Economics 
210401 2213 Dental Hygiene 
210402 2202 Health and Physical Education 
210403 2206 Nursing 
210404 2204 Health Professions 
210405 2203 Human Performance Lab 
210406 2205 Health Information Technology 
210407 2207 Nursing NEP 
210410 2218 XRT Expansion Program 
210501 2212 Biology 
210502 2209 Chemistry 
210503 2210 Geosciences 
210505 2211 Engineering Science and Physics 
291201 2216 DCC Business Admin/Economics 
291402 2214 DCC Physical Education 
291405 2215 DCC Human Performance Lab 
291501 2217 DCC Biology 

Interdisciplinary Programs 
210030 2301 Dean, Interdisciplinary Studies 
210031 2302 Eng. Spkrs Oth Lang/For Lang 
210032 2303 Transitional Studies 
210033 2305 Academic Support Services 
210034 2306 School/College Alliance 
291031 2307 DCC ESOL 
291032 2304 DCC Transitional Studies 

Academic Services & Enrollment Mgmt. 
210010 2401 Assoc. VP Acad. Svcs. & Enrollment 
210020 2403 Coop And Exp. Learning 
250003 2406 Admissions 
250010 2407 Registration and Records 
280023 2402 Research 
280025 2404 Brighton Advertising 
298003 2405 DCC Advertising 

Curriculum & Program Development 
210002 2502 Assessment 
210009 2501 Curriculum Development 
211005 2503 SUNY Learning Network 



Appendix:  FRS (Department) to Banner (ORG) A-3 

 
Workforce Development 

FRS No. Banner No. Description 

210014 2609 Wkfce. Dev. Contract Credit 
210019 2608 Non- Credit Remedial  
210203 2606 Hospitality 
210302 2604 Office and Computer Programs 
210305 2603 Engineering Technology 
210307 2602 Applied Technology 
210308 2610 Homeland Security 
211004 2601 Workforce Dev/Cont Educ. 
291302 2605 DCC Office and Computer Programs 

  2607 Non- Credit Remedial Summer School 
DCC Academic Services 

291001 2701 Dean, DCC Academic Services 
291009 2702 DCC Instruction 
291033 2707 DCC Teacher Educ 
291043 2703 CEAA 
291046 2708 DCC Service Learning 
291601 2705 DCC Law/Criminal Law 
291603 2706 DCC Human Services 

Winter and Summer  
212004 2801 Brighton Summer Session 
213004 2803 Brighton Winter Session 
291101 2804 DCC Winter Session 
292101 2802 DCC Summer Session 

PSTF 
221601 2902 ARFF 
221602 2903 Fire Academy 
221611 2904 LE Recruitment 
221613 2906 CJ & PS Program 
221614 2907 LE In-Service 
221615 2908 Law Enforcement 
221616 2909 EMS 
221617 2910 EMS Instruction 
221618 2911 Fire Protection Technology 
221619 2912 Emer Serv (Team/Hazmat) 
221620 2913 Advanced Life Support 
221631 2901 PSTF - Acad Admin 
221651 2914 PSTF - Facility Maint 
221681 2915 PSTF - G/I Costs 
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Student Services 

Office of the Vice President 
FRS No. Banner No. Description 

230001 3122 Use Of Facilities 
250001 3101 VP Student Services 
250002 3103 Counseling and Advising 
250004 3104 Financial Aid 
250005 3105 Campus Center 
250007 3106 Career Center 
250008 3107 Health Services 
250009 3108 Educational Opp Services 
250011 3109 Athletics 
250012 3102 Asst VP Student Services 
250013 3110 Graduation Certification 
250021 3112 Peer Health Educator 
250022 3113 Web Based Video 
250023 3114 College 101 Parents 
270006 3117 Public Safety 
270007 3118 Hazard Prevention 
280004 3116 League for Innovation 
280040 3121 Campus Events 
295001 3119 DCC Student Services 
295009 3120 DCC EOP 

Administrative Services 
Office of the Vice President 

280010 4001 VP Administration 
280041 4002 Risk Management 

Controller Operations 
280012 4101 Controller   
280013 4103 Bursar 
280014 4104 Purchasing 
280015 4105 Shipping & Receiving 
280016 4102 Accounting Services 

Physical Plant 
270001 4201 Facilities Administration 
270002 4202 Building Services 
270003 4203 Maintenance, Buildings 
270004 4204 Maintenance, Grounds 
270005 4205 Maintenance, Equipment 
270008 4206 Utilities and Repairs 
270009 4213 Facilities Costs 
280019 4210 M O P General Costs 
280044 4211 Applied Tech Center 
299803 4212 DCC Plant Operations 



Appendix:  FRS (Department) to Banner (ORG) A-5 

Educational Technology Services 

Office of the Vice President 
FRS No. Banner No. Description 
210003 5112 Learning Resources 
210004 5114 Brighton Technology Plan 
210005 5116 Instr Technologies 
240001 5110 Brighton Library 
240002 5111 SUNY Resource Center 
240009 5113 Enhanced Book Collection 
280020 5101 VP Education Technology 
281088 5109 Banner Implementation 
281089 5102 Asst. VP Education Technology 
281090 5103 Computing Services 
281091 5104 Printing Services 
281093 5105 Telecommunications 
281094 5106 Mail Services 
281095 5107 Word Processing Services 
281096 5108 PC and Network  Support 
291003 5117 DCC Learning Resources 
294001 5115 DCC Library 
294009 5121 DCC Enhanced Book Collection 
298094 5119 DCC Telcom/Mail Services 
298095 5120 DCC PC & Network Support 



Appendix:  FRS (Subcode) to Banner (Account) A-6 

FRS No. Banner No. Description 

  61 Personal Services Pool 
    Faculty Salaries 

1110 61010 Full Time 12-Month Faculty 
1111 61011 Full Time 10-Month Faculty 
1112 61022 Teaching Faculty Stipend 
1114 61020 Lecturer 
1116 61020 Adjunct Faculty 
1118 61022 Adjunct Supervisor Stipend 
1120 61012 Part-Time Faculty 
1121 61021 Teaching Faculty Overload 
1174 61012 Clinical Supervisor 
1199 61023 Accrued 10-Month Salaries 

    Executive Staff 
1152 61110 Executive Salaries 

    Administrative Staff 
1113 61222 Administrative Stipends 
1113 61222 Chairperson Stipends 
1130 61220 Counselor 
1131 61220 Advisor 
1132 61231 Administrative Overload 
1140 61220 Librarian 
1150 61220 Full Time 12-Month Administration 
1151 61221 Full Time 10-Month Administration 
1152 61210 Non-Contract Salaries 
1173 61220 Technical Assistant 
1175 61223 Part Time Administrative Staff 
1176 61223 Temporary Administrative Staff 

    Support Staff Salaries 
1160 61310 Full Time 12-Month Support Staff 
1161 61311 Full Time 10-Month Support Staff 
1162 61315 Support Staff Overtime 
1166 61312 Seasonal/Part-time Support Staff  
1167 61313 Support Staff Longevity Pay 

    Student Wages 
1171 61410 Student Aide Wages 
1177 61411 Other Student Compensation 
1177 61411 Tutor/Notetaker 
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  76 Capital Expense Pool 

3701 76101 Administrative Equipment 
3705 76102 Instructional Equipment 
3711 76103 Furniture and Fixtures 
3721 76104 Vehicles 
3797 76105 Landscape Furniture 
3799 76107 Non Capital Items 

  71 Contractual Expense Pool 
4170 71101 Consulting Services 
4172 71104 Temporary Help 
4400 72101 Mileage 
4401 72102 Staff Development/Travel 
4402 73101 Instructional Supplies 
4403 73102 Administrative Supplies 
4404 73110 College Membeship 
4405 73106 Laundry 
4406 73108 Books 
4407 73107 Subscriptions and Periodicals 
4408 73109 Bookbinding 
4409 71110 Maintenance Contracts 
4410 71109 Legal Notices 
4411 71108 Advertising 
4412 73116 Equipment Maintenance 
4413 73117 Automotive Maintenance 
4414 73121 Film Rental 
4415 73120 Eqpmt./Software Rental 
4416 73119 Facilities Rental - Non Aideable 
4417 73148 Facilities Modifications 
4418 71102 Audit Services  
4418 71103 Legal Services      
4419 74101 Utilities - Steam 
4420 74102 Utilities - Electric 
4421 74103 Utilities - Gas 
4422 74104 Utilities - Sewer 
4423 74105 Utilities - Water 
4424 74107 Refuse Removal 
4425 72103 Parking Reimbursements 
4426 73113 Insurance 
4427 73115 Campus Repairs 
4428 73111 Candidate Travel 
4429 73118 Facilities Rental-Aidable 
4430 73125 Field Trips 
4431 73122 Gasoline - Facilities Dept. Only 
4432 73103 Maintenance Supplies 
4433 73104 Video Supplies 
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4434 73105 Computer Components 
4435 73123 Propane 
4437 73143 Capital Improvements 
4438 73142 College Advancements 
4439 73144 Non-Consumables 
4441 71107 Food Service 
4443 73145 SLN Membership Fee 
4448 73131 Computer Software/Licenses 
4455 71106 Teleconference 
4463 71105 Contracted Outside Services 
4464 72104 Instructional Services 
4477 73130 Installment/Lease PurchaseContracts 
4483 73146 Graduation Costs 
4484 73129 Music Royalties 
4491 73127 Printing 
4493 73136 Telephone 
4494 73135 Postage 

  75 Professional Development Pool 
5500 75101 Prof Dev Mileage 
5501 75102 Prof Dev Staff Development/Travel 
5503 75103 Prof Dev Honoria 
5504 75105 Prof Dev Faculty Tuition, Fees and Books 
5506 75106 Prof Dev Books, Periodicals, Subscriptions 
5521 75104 Prof Dev Supplies 
5531 75108 Prof Dev Equipment 
5534 75107 Prof Dev Furniture 
5598 75109 Prof Dev Non-Capitalized Assets 
5599 75110 Prof Dev Miscellaneous 

 


